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Foreword

It gives me immense pleasure to know that my country Bangladesh is hosting easia 2011, asia’s Premiere
ICt for development event on december 1-3 on the eve of our Victory day on the 16th. 2011 is a special
year for us. It commemorates the 40th anniversary of our nation’s birth after a long struggle for independence. My government made a commitment to graduate Bangladesh to a middle-income country by establishing digital Bangladesh by 2021.
We formulated the country’s first ever actionable ICt Policy, operationalized the ICt act, passed the right
to Information act and established the independent Information Commission. a sea change has been
effected in improving improving service delivery in agriculture, education, healthcare and disaster management, and expanding access to services to citizens’ doorsteps. e-service centres, through a PPP modality, have been established in all 4,500 union Parishads of the country where 3 million people are coming
for services every month.
In line with the founding father’s vision of a nation with prosperity for all, Bangladesh has always focused
on equity. that uncompromising focus has ensured consistently high status in human development index
for the country which now ranks third globally. the digital Bangladesh vision is founded upon the same
principles of equity which, I believe, will prevent digital divide from the inception of the nation’s ICt
usage. that is why I strongly identify with the theme of this year’s easia: realizing digital nation.
In addition, being very mindful of the nation’s aggressive target of attaining a sustainable 8% growth by
2013, my government has taken significant steps to improve the investment climate in the country. I
firmly believe that our efforts, successes and capabilities will present attractive partnership opportunities
to global and asian leaders from the government and the private sector. I expect that easia 2011 is designed
to be a very effective platform for learning, networking and partnering amongst asian nations on socioeconomic transformation by utilizing the power and flexibility of ICts.
I cordially invite international leaders, entrepreneurs, managers, innovators, educators, students, and
media personalities to attend easia 2011, enrich the event, and create lasting bonds towards building
digital nations around the world.
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Foreword

It is a great pleasure to welcome the world on the eve of the inauguration of e-asia 2011 Bangladesh with the
slogan realizing digital nation.
This event commemorates the 40th Independence anniversary of Bangladesh celebrating the achievements Vision
2021: digital Bangladesh. Bangladesh has made significant gains to realize the dreams of the father of the nation
under the able leadership of his daughter the honorable Prime minister sheikh hasina.
Information and Communication technology is being used to leverage economic growth to achieve Vision 2021:
digital Bangladesh. we have taken initiatives such as formulating ICt Policy 2009 with action items, implementation of the ICt act 2006 (amended 2009), inacting the right to Information act, establishing the independent Information Commission etc. we have mainstreamed ICt as a pro-poor tool so that we can empower citizens to eradicate poverty, establishing good governance by delivering better citizens services through promoting quality
education, healthcare and law enforcement for all etc. in general and millennium development goal (mdg) in
particular.
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I strongly believe that this conference will provide excellent opportunity for showcasing projects, programs,
initiatives of gover ment and private sector agencies/corporations of the asian countries to share the knowledge
and experiences towards leveraging ICt for economic growth. I also believe that this event would create a great
platform to promote greater corporation among the asian countries and the rest of the world through networking of the individuals and practitioners engaged in the development area. I cordially invite and welcome all to
attend easia 2011. architect Yeafesh osman

Connecting People
The objective of this theme is to find sustainable connectivity channels to ensure the benefits of a digital nation
reach the marginalized and the disadvantaged. Innovative shared access outlets like telecentres, awareness and
capacity development of local communities to access public e-services, and establishing two-way channels to
promote participation of grassroots in policy discourse are key focus areas. the so-called ‘old ICts’ such as tV
and radio are being utilized the world over for capacity building of different stakeholders and disseminating
vital livelihood information at the
right time at the right place. the new
ICts such as community radio,
mobile phone and internet are allowing more personal communication
channels to deliver information as
well as services.
This theme will gather policy
makers and practitioners, private
sector and government organizations, civil society and academicians
to share best practices in telecentre
movement in different countries,
technologies and regulations for
ensuring last mile broadband access
to the otherwise left-out citizens,
strategies for including the marginalized in the decision making process.
Case studies and lessons learnt from
different parts of asia will provide
insight for participants to take
action for their own nations. the
exhibition will showcase emerging
technologies and techniques to connect people and communities

